Redox Recycling Amplification Using an Interdigitated Microelectrode Array for Ionic Liquid-Based Oxygen Sensors.
A new design for a membrane-free gas sensor modified with a thin layer of ionic liquid is described. The new approach uses miniaturized interdigitated microelectrodes for detecting gases having reversible electrochemistry, for example, dioxygen. Analyte molecules are reduced on the first working electrode, creating an intermediate species (e.g., superoxide, O2•-, from dioxygen) that can be reoxidized back to the original molecule at the second working electrode. The loop of redox reactions enhances the measured current, leading to high sensitivity (3.29 ± 0.06 nA cm-2 ppm-1) and low detection limit (LOD = 174 ppm). The gas sensor design was demonstrated to monitor typical concentrations of oxygen with good accuracy and precision. The enhancement in the current is characteristic only of gas molecules with reversible electrochemistry, which indicates that the proposed gas sensor can analyze these molecules with greater sensitivity over those with irreversible electrochemistry.